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Projectile Motion
One of the most interesting examples of two-dimensional motion is projectile
motion, the motion of an object thrown or launched through the air, with nothing
acting on it except gravity. The acceleration of a projectile, then, is a = (0  - 9.8 ) m/s². In other words, a
projectile, in the y direction, acts like any other object in free fall, while in the x direction it moves along at
a constant, unchanging velocity.

If I throw a ball upward while on a moving bus, to me it seems to move in one-dimensional free fall, but to
you, watching my bus from the sidewalk, it seems to move in a parabola, because I am moving forward as
the ball goes up and down.

We've noticed from our dealings with vectors so far that it is always possible to separate what is happening
in the x coordinate from the y coordinate. In other words, I can solve a linear motion problem in each
component, recognizing that the Δt is the same for both but otherwise the value a variable has in one
component doesn't matter to the other. In projectile motion, this means that we can deal with the y
component using our free fall graphs or equations, and deal with the x component as constant velocity
motion.

Example: If I tell you that an object starts off moving with  = (20  + 20 ) m/s, you can check the free
fall graph and see that it will spend Δt = 4 s in the air, and that in that time it will move a horizontal distance
of (4)(20) = 80 m. If I instead asked you how high up it would be when it hit a wall 60 m away, you would
figure out that the time it takes to hit the wall is Δt = Δs / v = (60) / (20) = 3 s. You could then use a graph
or equation to tell me that the height of the object is 15 m at that time (that is, -5 on the graph, which is 15
m above the ground at -20).

. 1 a) Suppose I drop a ball off of a 45 m building. How long would it take to hit the ground?

b) If I instead kicked it, giving it an initial velocity of (5  + 0 ), how far from the base of the
building would it first hit the ground?



. 2 A cannonball is fired from a pirate ship. Four seconds later, it hits another ship, 120 m away.

a) What was the x component of the initial velocity?
Hint: x velocity is constant

b) What was the y component?
Hint: free fall

c) What was the initial velocity vector?

. 3 I throw a ball with an initial velocity of  = (20  + 10 ) m/s.

a) How long is it in the air before it hits the ground?

b) How high up did it go?

c) How far forward did it go?

. 4 I kick a soccer ball, giving it some unknown forward velocity and a vertical (y) velocity of 20 m/s.
When it hits a wall 60 m away, it is 15 m above the ground.

a) How long was the ball in the air?

b) What was the initial velocity vector?

Answers: 1) b) 15 m 2) c) (30  + 20 ) m/s 3) c) 40 m 4) b) (20  + 20 ) m/s


